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Town of Randolph
OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
MINUTES OF MEETING – November 26, 2018

Members Present: Lauren Bradley, Michele Cormier, John Turner
Steve Emerson, Kevin Rousseau, Linda Dupont
The meeting began at 7:00 PM.
The minutes of November 12, 2018 were approved and assigned.
Vouchers were reviewed and signed.
******************
DISCUSSION ITEMS AND MOTIONS:
At the board’s request, Steve Emerson appeared before the board. Steve is willing to help Kevin
during the heavy storms. Due to the early storms in October and several that have occurred in
November, it has become apparent the need to have backup for Kevin. Steve has filled out all
necessary forms and has gone to AVH for testing (as required by DOT). However, he does not
have a CDL, but is willing to get one if needed. He is able to drive the smaller of the trucks in
town, but will need the CDL in order to drive the larger trucks.
The board discussed the upcoming lot line adjustment that is scheduled for a public meeting the
first week of December with the Planning Board. A communication from John Scarinza, Planning Board Chair stated the Planning Board will act within the guidelines of the board and will
stipulate conditions if necessary.
Michele Cormier reviewed the Purchasing Policy as suggested by Homeland Security and required by FEMA in order to receive funding if needed.
7:30 PM a motion to enter into non-public session made by Lauren Bradley, seconded by
Michele Cormier.
7:50 PM a motion to leave non-public and return to public session made by Michele Cormier,
seconded by Lauren Bradley.
A motion to seal these minutes by John Turner, seconded by Michele Cormier, because it is determined that divulgence of this information likely would affect the reputation of any person other than a member of this board.
John Turner – Yes

Lauren Bradley – Yes

Michele Cormier – Yes

The town’s web site is coming along. Linda asked the board members to review the web site
prior to it going live.

The next meeting for the Hazard Mitigation update will be November 28th. The board is hoping
that the residents will attend to contribute ideas.
Michele Cormier motioned to adjourn at 8:10 PM. All agreed.
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